DEVELOPMENT OF THE CONGO

65,219 deaths from pneumonia and diarrhea in children under 5, equating to 18 / 1000 live births

GAPPD Scores

DRC's introduction of rotavirus vaccine has continued to show success with an increase from 4% in 2019 to 52% in 2021.

Breakdown by Indicator

Here we show the country's performance on each indicator against the targets (the vertical lines). The other 14 countries in this year's global report are shown as smaller faded dots. The columns on the right provide the score for this country and the median score across all 15 countries.

Below, the GAPPD targets are represented by the height of the faded bars. The solid dots indicate the percentage of coverage achieved by the country this year; the faded dots are last year's measurements.

* Exclusively Breastfed: ** Receiving Antibiotics: *** Taken to Health Provider